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ABSTRACT. A function is said to be an almost-
homeomorphism if it is a bijecctive almost continuous
function (see [25J) with an almost continuous inverse.
We characteri~e such functions in several ways and
obtain the relationship between almost-homeomorphisms
and semi-homeomorphisms (see [8J). We study those prop-
erties which are preserved under this class of func-
tions -the almost topological properties - and charac-
terize them as the sem~-regular properties (see [3J).
We also introduce the concept of an almost topological
class and study the relationship between this classes
and the topological, semi-topological, and p-topolo-
gical classes.
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Introduction. Many authors, among them Biswas [1], Cross-
ley and Hildebrand [8J, Fomin [10J, Neubrum [17J, and Pio-

troswki [24J, have introduced and studied weRk forms of
homeomorphisms. In section 1 of this paper, using the def-
inition of an almost-continuous function of Singal [25J,
we introduce the concept of an almost-homeomorphism. In
section 2 we obtain some necessary conditions for a func-
tjon to be an almost-homeomorphism. In section 3 we obtain
the relationsphip between almost-homeomorphisms and semi-
homeomorphisms; we introduce the notion of an almost topo-
logical property and give some examples of topological pro-
perties which are also almost topological properties. We
characterize the almost topological properties as the semi-
regular properties (see [3J). In section 4 we introduce the
concept of an almost topological class and we study its
relationship with the concepts of topological class, semi-
topological class and, p-topological class.

In this work the a-continuos and a-open functions of
[4J play an important role.

The author is very much indebted to the referee for
his helpful remarks in connection with the revision of this
paper.

§o. Prel imlnarJes .. Our notation is standard. Spac es will
always mean topological spaces in whi~h no separation axioms
are assumed, unless explicitly stated. The closure (resp. a-
interior) of a subset A of a space (X,T) will be denoted by
-T 0 T - 0A (resp. A ) or simply A (resp. A). The a-closure (resp.a-
interior) [4J of A in X will be denoted by A (resp. A). If

o
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T and 0 are two topologies in ~ given set X, T is said to
be finer than 0 if O£T, and the relationship is expressed
as T ~ 0. The empty set will be denoted by 0. A subset A of
X is called ~egula~y open, (resp. ~egul~ly eto~ed) if it
is the interior (resp. closure) of ins own closure (resp.
interior) [4]. Let (X,T) be a topological space. By T* we
denoted the topology (a-topology, prop. 1.1 of [4]) which
has as a base the family of regularly open sets of (X,T).
This topology is called the semiregularization of T, and
every element of Ti: is said a-open set [4]. A subset A of
X is said to be ~~-open [13] if there exists an open set
U of X such that USA S O. The family of all semi-open
sets of X will be denoted by SO(X).

DEFINITION 0.1, [4],[2:1J. A function f:(X,T)-+
(Y,o) is said to be a-c.ol'l.Llnuou~if the inverse image of
each 8-open subset of Y is a a-open subset of X, that is,if
,': 1 .'.

T ~ f- (0").

DEFINITION 0.2, [4]. A function f: (X, T) -+
(Y ,0) is said to be a-open (resp. a-eto}.,ed) if the
image of each a-open (resp. a-closed) subset of X is a

.'. .'.
a-open (resp. a-closed) subset of Y, i.e. if 0" ~ f(T")).

LEMMA 0.1. Let (X, T) be a topolog-ic.al ~raye, :then
6o~ eveJty ~ub~et A 06 X we have: A = AT": and A = ~T':. A

o

DEFINITION 0.3, [25]. A function f:(X,T)-+(Y,O)
lS said to be atmo~t-c.ol'l.Llnuo~if the inverse i~age of eve-
ry regularly open subset of Y is an open subset of X. Also
f is called atmo~t-open (resp. atmo~t-c.lo~ed) is the image
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of every regularly open (resp. regularly-closed) subset of
X is an open (resp. closed) subset of Y.

§ 1. Almost-homeomorphi sms .

DEFINITION 1.1 A bijective function f:(X,T) -+

(Y,a) is said to be an almo~t-homeomo~p~m if f and f-1

are almost-continuous functions.

PROPOSITION 1.1. In f:(X;r) -+ (Y,a) --W a homeo-
mo~ph--Wm then f --w an a1nlo~t-homeomo~ph--wm.

P~Oon. Since every continuous function is almost
continuous ([25J, remark 2.1), this is obvious. !

Rema r k 1. The converse of Prop. 1.1 is not true,
as the following example shows.

Example 1. Let X = {a,b,d, and let a = hJ,{a},
{b,c}, {c}, {a,c},X} and T = {0,{a},{b,c}, X} be two topo-
logies on X. It is obvious that a ~ T. Let f:(X,a) -+ (X,T)
be the identity function on X. It follows that f is not a
homeomorphism because f-1 is not a continuous function. But
f lS an almost-homeomorphism.

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let f:(X,T) -+ (Y,a) be a nunC.-
tion. The noUowing c.oncLi..tio~Me equiva1.ent:

1) the nunc.tion f --w a£mo~t-open,
2) the hnage 06 eac.h a-open ~ub~et 06 X --w an open ~ub~et

06 Y, i.e. a < f(T*),
3) f,o~ eveJtrj A £; X, f(~) £ l{A).

P~006. The implication (1) 9 (2) is obvious since
any a-open subset of X is the union of regularly open sub-
sets of X. (2) ~ (3) Lct y e: f(~). Then there exists
x e: A such that f(x) = y. ~ince x e: A, there exists a

a 0
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neighourhood U of x such that
o

f(O) is an open subset
hence f {x ) = y e:: f(~). (3) .=;:.(1)

o 0o ~A, f(0) s; f(A). By (2),
o

of Y such that y = f(x) E f(O) and
Let A be a regularly

open subset of X, then A = A, hence f(A) = f(A); by (3) we
o 0

obtain f(A) ~f(A). Since f(A) s; f(A), we obtain also f(A)
o= f(A) and hence f(A) is open in Y .•

The proof of the following proposition is omitted
since it is similar to that of proposition 1.2.

PROPOSITION 1.3, Let f:(X,T) -+ (Y,o) be a nLU1C.-
tion. Then" the no.u.owing c.ond{;(:..{.oi'UJMe eQ!U.valent:
1) the nunc.tion f A..-6 a1.mO.6t- c1.0.6ed,
2) the ..tmage On each. a-c1.o.6ed.6ub-6et On x i.6 a c1.0.6ed.sub-

se: On Y,

3) nO~ ev~y A ~ x, £TAT s f(A) .•

Rema ...k 2. It is obvious that if f is a bij ective
function then f is almost-open iff f is almost-closed.

COROLLARY 1. 3 •

a-open (resp. a-c.fo.6ed)
(resp. f(A) ~ f(~)).

P~oon. If f is a-open, by Prop. 2.4 of [4], f:(X,T*)
-+ (y,o*) is an open function; then by theorem 11.3 of [9],

o .f. 0 .• '.

f(AT") s f(AT") for any AS X. Hence by lemma 0.1 f(A)
6

f(A). In similar way we prove the corollary when f is a
o

closed function.

A nunc.tion f:(X,T) -+ (Y,o) i.6

inn nO~ eac.h A s X, f(~) ~ f(A)
o

Rema r k 3. It is immediate that if f is a bij ective
function then f is a-open iff f is a-closed.
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The following results are direct generalizations of

well-known facts on homeomorphisms.

THEOREM 1.1 t.e: (X,T) -+ (Y,o) be a bijective

6u.nction. The.n th« 60U.owing c.oncU:liolU aJte eqLUva1.en-t:
1) -the 6unc.tion f AA an lUmoJ.d- homeOmO!lphAAm,
2) th« 6unc.tion f AA 1Um0.o-t-c.on-tinuol1-6 and afmo.o-t-open (resp.

afmo.o-t - c.io.o e.d) ,
3) -the 6u.nc.tion f AA 8- c.on-tinuo.o and 8-open, (r-es p , 8-c.io.oe.c/),
4) -the 6unc.tion f and f-1 aJte 8-c.on-tinuou.o 6unc.-tiolU,

5) -the .oub.oe;t f(A) AA ILeguiaAilj ope.n (resp.c.lo.oe.d) in Y i6 and

onllj i6 A i.o ILe.guiMiIj open in X [r-e sp ./te.guiaILilj c.lo.oe.dl,

6) £(T~':) = o ", (resp. f(T~':) = o~':),
C c

7) -the .oub.oe;t f-1(B) AA ILeguiaJtllj open in X i6 and onllj i6
B AA ILe.gufutLilj open in Y (res p , ILe.gui(ULlIj c.io.oed) . .l

THEOREM 1.2 i.e.: f:(X,T) -+ (Y,o) be a bijective
6 u.nc.uo n'. Then -the 60U.owing c.oncU:liolU aJte equiva1.en-t:
1) the. 6unc.tion f AA an almo.o-t-homeomolLphAAm,
2) 60IL eVe.!L1j ILeguiaAilj ope.n .oub.oe;t A 06 x and 60IL eVe.!L1j

!.Le.guiMiIj open .oub.oe;t feB) 06 Y we have £(1\) = f(A)

and feB) = feB),

3) 60IL eVe.!L1j ILegufutLilj c.io.oed .oub.oe;t A 06 X and 60IL eVe.!L1j
o 0

ILegufutLilj c.io.oed .oub.oe;t feB) 06 Y we have f(A) = f(A)
o 0

and f (B) = f (B) ,

4) 60IL eVe.!L1j .oub.oe;t A 06 X we have £(6) = f(A),

5) 601L eVe.!L1j .oub.oe;t B 06 X we have f(t,i) = f~B).

PILo06. We prove only the implications (1) ~(2),

(3) ='>(1) and (4) ~(5). TIle implications (2) ='>(3), (1) ~

(3), (1) ~> (4) and (5) =9 (4) are straightforward and are
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left to the reader. We prove first (1) ~ (2): let A <;; X be
a regularly open subset of X. Then f(A) and f(A) are open
and closed subsets of Y, respectively (by Th. 1.1 (2)),
hence f(A) s f(A). Since A = f-1f(A) and f(A) is a regularly
closed subset of Y, f-1(f(A)) is a closed subset of X and
hence A Sf-1(f(A)) and f(A) <;;..f(A).We have then f(A) =

f(A). Let feB) be a regularly open subset of Y. Then by
theorem 1.1 f-1f(B) = B is a regular open subset of X and
by the proof above we have feB) = feB).

(3) =>(1): by (2) of Prop. 1.2, we prove that f is
an almost-continuous and almost-open function. Then, let
feB) <;; Y be a regularly open subset of Y. If C = f-1(f(B)),
then f(C) = f(B) is a regularly closed SubS8t of Y, we

000 0
apply (3) to fCC) obtaining fCC) = fCC) = RET, then f(C) =

o
feB); hence we have B = C, then B is open and so f is
almost-continuous.

Let A <;; X be a regularly open subset of X, then A lS

a regularly closed subset of X. We apply (3) to A and ob-
000

tain f(A) = f(A); hence f(A) = f(A). Therefore, f(A) is an
open subset of Y; This shows that f is almost-open func-
tion.

(4) =>(5): we apply (4) to A = X-B, with B SX, and
obtain f(X-B) = f(X-B), which gives:

Y-f(X-B) = Y-f(X-B) = Y-(f(X)-f(B)) = Y - ( Y - f (B )) = f (B ).
o

On the other hand we have:

Y-f(X-B) = f(X)-f(X-B) = f(X-(X-B)) = feB),
o

hence, f(B)=f(B) .•o 0

The following proposition if an immediate consequence
of Theorem 1.1.
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PROPOSITION 1.4

a£mo~t-homeomo~p~m inn
pwm. £::,

A 6un~tion f:(X,T) ~ (Y,o) ~ an
f:(X,T*) ~ (y,o*) ~ a homeomo~-

§2. Properties of almost-homeomorphisms.
DEFINITION 2.1, [26J. A space (X,T) is said to be

neak1y-~ompa~ (resp. a£mo~t-~ompa~) if every open cover
admits of a finite subfamily, the interior of the closure
(resp.closure) of whose members cover the space.

DEFINITION 2.2, [31]. A T2 space (X,T) is said
to be T2-cfo~ed if (X,T) is closed in every T2 extension
of it.

DEFINITION 2.3, [5J. A space (X,T) is said to be
weaQiy-~ompa~ if every ~egui~ ~ov~ [5J (an open cover,
{A.}. such that every A. contanined a regular closed C.

l l"J , 0 l l

veryfing U C. = X) admits of a finite subfamily the
iEJ l

clo.sure of whos e members cover the space.

PROPOSITION 2.1 Let f: r x, T) ~ (Y,o) be an a£mo~t
~ontinuo~ nun~tion. 16 (X,T) ~ a£mo~t-~ompa~ and Y ~
a T

2
~pa~e, then f ~ an a£mo~t-~io~ed 6un~on.
P~oo6. Let A be a regularly closed subset of X. By

theorem 2.6 of [25J, f/A:A ~ Y is an almost continuous
function. Since A is almost-compact, f(A) is T2-closed sub-
set uf Y (Th.3.3 of [26J). Since Y is a T2 space, f(A) is
a closed subset of Y. A
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Combining Prop. 2.1 with Th. 1.1 we obtain the fol-
lowing corollary:

COROLLARY 2.1 16 f:(X,T) -+ (Y,o) i..J:J a bijec.;Uve
almo~t-Qontinuo~ 6unQtion 6~om a T2-cto~ed ~paQe onto T2-

~paQe, then f i..J:J an almMt-homeomo~phi..J:Jm. &

PROPOSITION 2.2 Let f:(X,T) -+ (Y,o) be an almMt-

Qontinuo~ 6unQtion. 16 ev~y ~egutahly cto~ed ~ub~et 06 X
i..J:J weakly-Qompad and Y i..J:J a T 2 1 ~paQe (M a Qomplete1.y-~
Ha~do~66 [30] ~paQe), then f i..J:J an almMt-ctMed 6·ndiol1.

P~006. Let A be a regularly closed subset of X. By
theorem 2.6 of [25J, f/A:A -+ Y is an almost continuous
function. By hypothesis, A is weakly-compact space and
hence by theorem 3.4 of [6J f(A) is weakly-compact space
in Y. Since Y is a T space, by theorem 2 of [7] ff A) a2-~
closed subset of Y. &

An immediate consequence of this fact and theorem 1.1
lS the next result.

COROLLARY 2.2 16 f:(X,T) -+ (Y,o) i..J:J a bijeQtive

almo~t QOl1tiI1UO~6ul1Qtiol1 X wh~e ev~y ~egula~y Qlo~ed

~ub~et i..J:J weaklY-QompaQ.:t, into a T 2 _~ ~paQe Y. then it i..J:J

an atmo~t-homeomo~phi..J:Jm. &

§3. Almost-homeomorphisms, semi-homeomorphisms,
Almost-topological properties and semi regular
£rope rt ie s , We recall some definition used in the fol-

lowing.
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DEFINITION 3.1, [8J. A function f:X ~ Y is said
to be ~~olute if, for any semi-open [13J subset S of Y,
f-1(S) is semi-open in X.

DEFINITION 3. 2, [8J. A function f:X ~ Y is said
to be pJte-.6emi.-open if for any semi-open subset S of X,.
f(S) is semi-open in Y.

DEFINITION 3.3 p [8J. Two topological spaces X and
Yare said to be .6emi-homeomoJtphie if there exists a bijec-
tive function f such that f is irresolute and pre-semi-open.
Such an f is called a .60n~-homeomoJtphi.6m.

THEOREM3.1 HOlJ1eomO!l.ph~m.6 Me .6emi-homeomoJtp~m6,

and .60n~-homeomoJtp~m.6 Me ahn0.6t-homeomoJtphi.6m.6.

PJtoon. It is shown in theorem 1.9 of [8J that homeo-
morphism implies semi-homeomorphism. It is shown in prop.
4.2 of [14J that semi-homeomorphism implies almost-homeomor-
phism. •

REMARK 4. It follows from example 1.2 of [8] and
example page 251 of [14J that the converses of the impli-
cations in theorem 3.1 are not true in general.

Utilizing Th. 1.1 (4) and Prop. 3.2 of [4J we have
the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 3.1 AfmO.6t- homeomO!l.p~m ~ an equo»

afenee Jt~on between topofog~ea£ .6pae~.
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DEFINITION 3.4 A topological property which is
preserved under almost-homeomorphisms is said to be an af-
mo~t-topofogi0af property.

The following results are direct consequence of res-
pective definitions.

PROPOSITION 3.2 16 P M an abn0.6t-topological pJto-
peJz.ty, then P M a Mftu-topofogical [8J pltopeJz.ty and hence
P ~ a topolog-icaf pltopeJtty. A

PROPOSITION 3.3 16 P ~ a topological pJtopeJz.tlj but
it M not a J.>emi-topological pJtopeJttlj, then P M not an al-
mo~t-topological pJtopeJttlj. A

It follows from [8J th~t To,Tl,T~,T4,T5' regularity,
complete normality, normality, first countability. second
countability, compactness, lindeloffness, metrizability,
and local connectedness ~re not semi-topological properties.
By prop. 3.3 they are not almost-topological properties
either.

We give now some examples of almost-topological pro-
perties.

PROPOSITION 3.4 Let (X,T) be a T2 (resp. T2_~ )
topological J.>pace. 16 f:(X,T) ~ (y ,0) ~ an afmo~t-open
bijection, then (Y,o) M T2 (resp. T2 1 ).

->::/

PJtoo6. We prove only the T2 1 case, Slnce the proof
->::/
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of the T2 case is analogous. Let Yi t Y2 EY. Then there
exist xl t x2 EX such that Yl = f(x1) and Y2 = f(x2)·
Since X is T2, there exist two open sets U and V such that

o 0

"i e:: U, x2 e:: V and U n V = 0. Then also U n V = 0. By hypo-
Q. Q

thesis f is an almost-open function, then f(U) and f(V) are
o 0 0 0

subsets of ~ such that Yl E f(U), Y2 E f(V) and f(U) n.f(V)
= 0. ,

An immediate consequence of this fact and theorem
1.1 js the next result.

COROLLARY 3.4 T2 (resp. T ) is an abnO.6t-topo-
2-!z

logi~al pnop~y.

LEMMA 3.1, [11]. Let (Y,o) be a negu1M .6pa~e. 16
f:(X,T) -+ (Y,o) i.6 ~ontinuoU.6 then f:(X,T~':)-+ (Y,o) ~
co ntinuou.6 . i..

PP.OPOSITION 3.5 Bung ~omple.:tuy HaU.6donn6 i.6 an
almO.6t-topoloM_~al pnop~y.

Pnoo6. Let (X,T) be a completely Hausdorff space and
let f:(X,T) -+ (Y,o) be an almost-homeomorphism. We show
that (Y,o) is a completely Hausdorff space. Let Yl f- Y2 e::Y.

Then there exist xl f- x2 E X such that f(x1) = Yl and
f(x2) = Y2. By hypothesis there exists a Urysohn function
g:(X,T) -+ [O,lJ, [30J. Next, we show that gof-1:(y,0)-+

[O,lJ is a continuous function. For any open subset A of
[] -1 -1 [ J0,1 , Cgo f )(A) = f(g (A)). Since 0,1 is a regular

1 .',space, by lemma 3.1, g- (A) E TO>. By theorem 1.1, f is al-
-1most-open and so by Proposition 1.2, f(g (A)) is an open

-1subset of Y. Therpfore, gof is continuous. Moreover,
-1since f is bijective, gof lS a Urysohon function. This
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shows that (Y,o) lS completely Hausdorff. A

DEFINITION 3.4 [27J. A space (X,T) is said to be
almo~t ~egulan if for any regularly closed set A and any
x ¢ A there exist disjoint open sets U and V such that A £ U

and x e: V.

DEFINITION 3.5 [28J. A space (X, T) is said to be
almo~t ~ompletefy neg~ if for any regularly closed set
A and each point x e: X-A there is a continuous function
f:(X,T) + [O,lJ such that f(x) = 1 and f(A) = O.

PROPOSITION 3. 6 Almo~t neguhvu.;ty(a1mMt-~omplete
neg~y) ~ an almo~t-topolog~~al p~op~y.

P~oo6. This follows from remark 2, theorem 1.1, and
theorem 1 of [20J (prop. 1.4 and Cor. 2.1 of [29J). A

b) Connec;tedneM p1UJpeJr.ti.e6.

DEFINITION 3.6, [30J. A space (X,T) is said to be
hypen~onne~ted if every nonempty open set of X is dense
in X.

PROPOSITION 3. 7 Hypen~onneuedneM ~ an a1mo~t-
topolog~~al pnop~y.

Pnoo6. Let (X,T) be a hyperconnected space and let
f:(X,T) + (Y,o) be an almost-homeomorphism. We show that

set of Y.(Y,T) is hyperconnected. Let A ~ Y be an open
'2 -1 2)Then A c A and f (A is a regularly open set

- -1 Q.
rem 1.1 (7). By hypothesis, f (A) = X and so

o
We have A = Y and hence A = Y. This shows that (Y,T) lS

of X by theo-
f-\~) = X.

hyperconnected. A
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DEFINITION 3. 7 [16J. A space (X,T) is said to be
a£mo~t-focalfy connected at a point p E X if each regularly
open neighbourhood of p contains a connected open neigh-
bourhood of p. (X,T) is said to be a£mo~t-focaffy coneeted

if it is almost-locally connected at each of its points.

UtilizingTh. 4 of [15], Cor. 4.7 of [23] and Th.l.l,
we have the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 3.8 ConneetedneM (abno~t-foc.af con-

neetedn~~) ~ an ajmo,~t-topo.tog,tc.af pfwpeftty. ~

c) CoveJLing pIl.opeJtt.{u.

PROPOSITION 3.9. NealL compactn~~, ahnMt compact-

ne!.l~ (we.ak COlllpac.bl~.6) alLe abno,:,t-topofogicaf pJtopeJttie~.

PJtoo6. For near compactness, it is shown in Theorem
3.1 of [26J that the almost continuous and almost-open
image of a nearly-compact spaces is nearly-compact, then
by theorem 1.1 (2) we have the proposition. For almost
compactness, this is a consequence of theorem 3.3 of [26)
(theorem 3.4 of [6], and theorem 1.1 (2).) ~

DEFINITION 3.10 [7J. A T 2-~ space (X,T) is said
to be T 2 L -UO.6 ed if (X,T) is closed in every T 1

-'2 2-'2
extension of it.

The following proposition lS an consequence of Prop.
3.4, Prop. 3.9, and TI1. 2 of [7].
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PROPOSITION 3.10 T -c.lo-6e-dnU-6 (resp. T -2 2-1/2
c.lo-6e-dnu-6) ~ an almO-6t-topologic.al p~openty .•

DEFINITION 3.11, [3]. A topological property P is
called -6 em~e-gu~ provided that (X,T) has property P if

and only if (X,T*) has property P.

THEOREM 3.2 A topologic.al p~op~y P cs an almMt-
topologic.al p~openty i& and only in it ~ -6e.mUte-gulM.

P~oo&. Let (X,T) be a topological space with an al-
most-topological property P. Since the identity function
i:(X,T) ~ (X,T*) is an almost-homeomorphism, (X,T*) has P.
So if (X,T*) has P, (X,T) has P, because the identity
function i-1:(X,T*) ~ (X,T) is also an almost-homeomorphism.
Conversely, we prove that if P is an semiregular property
then P is an almost-topological property. Let (X,T) be a
topological space with a semiregular property P and
f:(X,T) ~ (Y,o) an almost-homeomorphism. Then by prop.l.4,
f:(X,T*) ~ (y,o*) is an homeomorphism and hence (y,o*) has
P. Since P is semiregular, (Y,o) has P and hence P is an
almost-topological property. •

By theorem 3.2 and resultsof [12J, [22J !'lehave some
almost-topological properties.

DEFINITION 3.12, [18J, [2]. A space (X,T) lS said
to be we-aRty loc.ally c.onne-e.te-dif each component of (X,T)
is open.

PROPOSITION 3.11, Ex;lAemaUlj d~c.oYl.ne-c.te-dnu-6(resp.

w~aRty loc.al c.oYlYle-e.te-dn~-6)~ an almO-6t-topologic.al

PttOP~ff· •
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DEFINITION 3. 13, [3]. A topological space (X,T)
lS said to be s-~o~~d (fo~a11y s-~fo~~d [22]) if every
semi-open [13J cover has a finite subfamily whose closure
coves the space (if each point of X has an open neighbour-
hood which is an S-closed subspace of X).

PROPOSITION 3.13, S-~M~d.nU~ al1dfo~a11y
s-~fo~~dl1u~ an~ afmo~t-topof09i~af p~opeAtiu. A

§4. Almost-topological classes. If X is a set of
points, let SeX) denote the collection of all topological
spacps which have X as their set of points.

DEFINITION 4.1, [3J. Let (X,T) and (x ,c) be two
elements of SeX), then (X,T) and (x,a) are said to be p-
~qui_v(]f~nt if Tl

': = al
·:.

THEOREM4. 1, p- ~qu.ivafm~~ ~ al1~qMVaf~I1~~ ~~a-

~OI1 011th~ ~off~~ol1 SeX). A

Thus, the collection sex) of topological spaces is
partitioned into equivalence classes. Let P[X,T*] denote
the equivalence class of topological spaces with the same
semi-regularization T* as (X,T).

DEFINITION 4.2 The equivalence classes of S( X)
under the relation of p-equivalence will be called the
p-topof09i~af ~f~~u of x.
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We omit the easy proof of the following results.

THEOREM 4. 2 16 f: ( X ;r) -+ (Y, 0) .-L6 a a - C.On.LU1uOlL6
(resp. a-open.) 6un.ct{on. an.d ~6 (X,T1) E P[X,T*J avtd

(Y,01) E p[y,o*], then. f:(X,T1) -+ (Y,01) .-L6a-c.o~n.UOlL6
(resp. a-open.). •

THEOREM 4.3 16 f(X,T) -+ (Y,o).-L6 an. ahnO.6t-c.o~-
n.UOlL6 (almo.6t-open.) 6un.ct~on., an.d ~6 (Y,01) E p[y,o*]
((X,T1) E P[X,T":]), then f:(X,T) -r (Y,01) (f:(X,T1)-r(Y,0»
.-L6 an. ahnMt-c.onLU1UOlL6 (almMt-Ope.n.) 6un.cUon.. •

THEOREM 4.4 16 f:(X,T) -+ (Y,o).-L6 an. almMt-homeo-
mo~ph.-L6m an.d ~6 (X,T1) E P[X,T*J an.d (Y,01) E p[y,o*J,
then. f: (X,T1) -+ (Y,01) .-L6 an. alm0-6t-homeomMpYU-.6m .•

As was shown in [2J, p.103, p[X,T":] contains a
maximal topological space, denoted by (X,T ), in the senseo
that the topology induced on X by relation "~" is finer
than the topology on any other space in P[X,T*J. However,
we have the following result.

COROLL.l\.RY 4.4 ~6 f: (X,T) -+ (Y, 0) .-L6an. almMt-
homeomo~p~.6m, then. f: (X, T ) -+ (Y, o ) .-L6 an. almO.6t - homeo-o 0
mo~pYU-.6m. •

THEOREM 4.5 16 (X,T) an.d (X,o) Me:two P-eq~va-
tent .6 pac. u ,. then. they Me atm0.6t- homeomo/1-p~c.. •

Rema rk 5. Since an almost-homeomorphism. is an
equivalence relation (Prop. 3.1), the collection of all
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topological spaces is partitioned into equivalence classes.
Let A[X,T] denote the equivalence class of all topological
spaces almost-homeomorphic to (X,T). Let H[X,T] and S[X,T]
denote respectively the equivalence classes of all topo-
logical spaces homeomorphic to (X,T), and those semi-ho-
meomorphic to (X,T).

DEFINITION 4. 3 The equivalence class of (X,T)
under the relation of almost-homeomorphisms will be called
the almMt-topotogic.ai. c.tM-6 06 X.

PROPOSITION 4.1 Let P be a topotogic.a.t pJtopeJt:ty.
Then P i-6 an atmO-6t-topotogic.a.t p~opeJt:ty i6 and only i6
60~ -6ome topotogic.ai. -6pac.e (X,T) with p we have that ev~y
(Y,o) E A[X,T] ha-6 P. A

Remark 6. In [8], [X,SO(X;r)] denote the equiva-
lence class of topological spaces with the same collection
of semi-open sets as (X,T), i.e. the semi-topological class
of X.

THEOREM4.6 Let (Y,o) be a topotogic.a.t -6pa.c.e 06

A[X,T] then we have:
[y,SO(y,o)] c::: p[y,o~':Jc;:;A[X,T].

P~oo6. We prove that [Y,SO(Y,o)] c::: p[y,o*]. Let 01
and 02 two topologies on Y such that SO(Y,ol) = SO(Y,02)
i.e.(Y ,0

1
) and (Y ,°2) are elements of [Y .sor Y ,0)]. By ala

and ° we denote the a-topology on Y [19] associate to 012a
and ° respectively. From prop. 1 of [19] we have 01 =2 . A a
02a then by prop. 2.4 of [14] o~ = 0;. Hence (Y,ol) and
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(Y,02) are p-equivalent.
We prove that p[y,o*] ~ A[X,T]. Let (Y,w) ~ p[y,o*].

Then by theorem 4.5 there exists an almost-homeomorphism
i:(Y,w) ~ (Y,O). If f:(X,T) ~ (Y,O) lS the almost-homeo-
morphism by hypothesis, then f-1oi is the almost-homeo-
morphism from (Y,w) onto (X,T) so (Y,w) e: A [X,T]. ,

COROLLARY 4.6 Le;t (X, T) be a topolog,{c.af -6pa.c.e,
we have:
1) H[X,T]
2) A[X,T]

~ S [X,T] ~ A[X,T],
= U pry ,T~·:].

(Y,O)EA[X,T]
P~006. 1) Obvious.

2) By theorem 4.6 we obtain A[X,T]:::> U P[y,T~':J.The
(Y,O)EA[X,T]

proof of the inverse inclusion is similar to that of
theorem 4.6. •
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